Discrete morphological variants of human cervical vertebrae: Exploring pattern of distribution and biological significance.
Studies on discrete traits of the human cervical vertebrae, appearing at certain intervals during the last century, posed some questions regarding evolutionary processes that human cervical spine underwent during phylogenesis. To address questions of significance of these morphological traits we need first a good knowledge of the extent of their variation in modern humans. The aim of the current work was to integrate available data on the occurrence of various non-metric traits in the human cervical spine and search for the pattern of their distribution on intra- and inter-population levels. The study was based on data from five osteological samples from North America (Terry and Grant collections) and Russia (mid 20th c. and 18th c.); and data taken from literature. Traits were categorized into rare (<3%), low frequency (up to 10%), often encountered (10-30%) and characteristic for modern humans (>50% on average). Several traits showed mild to strong association with each other indicating interrelation between various spine characteristics. Of the traits analyzed, the following had consistent pattern of sex-related variability: complete dorsal ponticle, bifid spinous processes and cervical ribs; and ancestry-related variability: dorsal ponticle and bifid spinous processes. Each ancestry group (European, African, Asian and North American) had its specifics regarding the latter two traits which might be related to genetic isolation. Most of the traits, however, showed relatively similar pattern of distribution among various populations, including the pattern of within-spine variability. This suggests a common intraspecific pattern and a possible link to some fundamental characteristics of the human vertebral column.